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  Transcribed by Will Graves     6/20/13 
[Methodology:  Spelling, punctuation and/or grammar have been corrected in some instances for ease of reading and to facilitate searches of the 
database.  Where the meaning is not compromised by adhering to the spelling, punctuation or grammar, no change has been made.  Corrections or 
additional notes have been inserted within brackets or footnotes.  Blanks appearing in the transcripts reflect blanks in the original. A bracketed 
question mark indicates that the word or words preceding it represent(s) a guess by me.  Only materials pertinent to the military service of the 
veteran and to contemporary events have been transcribed. Affidavits that provide additional information on these events are included and 
genealogical information is abstracted, while standard, 'boilerplate' affidavits and attestations related solely to the application, and later nineteenth 
and twentieth century research requests for information have been omitted.  I use speech recognition software to make all my transcriptions.  
Such software misinterprets my southern accent with unfortunate regularity and my poor proofreading fails to catch all misinterpretations.  Also, 
dates or numbers which the software treats as numerals rather than words are not corrected: for example, the software transcribes "the eighth of 
June one thousand eighty six" as "the 8th of June 1786."  Please call errors or omissions to my attention.] 
 
[From rejected pension records in the Library of Virginia] 
 
  To the Governor & Council 
 The undersigned prays an allowance of bounty land for three years services of William 
Mitchell as Quarter Master to the State Garrison Regiment at Yorktown.  He files here with two 
documents A & B.  Document A contains entries from February 18th 1777 to August 
[indecipherable] 1781 showing William Mitchell's services during that period.  By reference to 
entry No. 1 of document A it will be observed that this item is from Leger [Ledger] B.  The 
Ledger for the preceding year to which this is a sequel cannot be found.  At what time prior to 
February 18th 1777 William Mitchell was appointed the undersigned has no means of 
ascertaining.  The entries and Document A, however, embrace a period of four and a half years. 
 By reference to Document B an account will be found with William Mitchell from 
December 1778 to August 1780.  It will be remarked that this account is from a Ledger B also, 
and the current accounts of William Mitchell Quarter Master for 1777 & 1778 are not to be 
found although the fact of his being Quarter Master in 1777 & 8 (as also in 1779, 80 & 81) is 
conclusively proved by the entries in Document A.  The Ledger to which this Ledger B is a 
sequel is not to be found.  It will be seen by reference to the two items in Document B dated 
January 12th & 24th 1780 that he was also prove a year to the French Hospitals & [The image of 
this document cuts off at the bottom thereof at this point] 
[next page] 
capacities at the same time that he was Quarter Master to the York Garrison.  This fact is 
conclusively proved by reference to items No. 12 in Document A where he received the amount 
of his pay and subsistence to January 19th 1780.  The two last entries also in Document B dated 
May the 12th and August the 17th 1780 were unquestionably for amounts received as Quarter 
Master at York Garrison, that being his title in the account, and there being nothing in those 
entries showing the contrary.  William Mitchell died immediately after the close of the war at 
Yorktown.  By his will he devised all his estate to his widow Damaris Mitchell who was the 
grandmother of my wife, now sole heir. 
    Respectfully Submitted 
    S/ Branch Archer Saunders 
 
[Note: Pages 3- 11 are the Journal entries referred to in the above petition.  There is no 
meaningful data in those entries which reflect any service of the veteran other than as a Quarter 
master at York.  I have elected not to transcribe those items but they may be of interest to family 
members.] 
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